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eXlremelygratefulforyourheipandsupportandamincrediblyfortunatetohave you
all inmy life. Thishasbeenanincrediblejoumeyandlammorethanexcitedtosee
Mediterranean Sea. It is based on processing of high-resolution seismic reOection
data and the intcrpretation and mapping of seismic reflection profilescollectedfrom
this area during the 2001 and 2007 research cruises. Thedatashowthatthegreater
Anaximander Mountains region experienced a short interval oftectonicquiescence
during the Messinian when a thin evaporite unit was deposited across a major
erosional surface. This phase of limited tectonic activity ended in the latest Miocene
and was replaced by an erosional phase. Major unconformities in the area are
interpreted to develop during the desiccation of the eastern Mediterraneanassociated
with the so-called Messinian salinity crisis. During the early Pliocene, the region
experienced an increase in tectonic activity, dominated by transpression. Small
amounts of growth observed in Pliocene-Quaternary sediments suggested that the
tcctonicactivityremainedlowduringtheearlyPliocene-Quaternary. However,the
extensive growth strata wedges developed in older sediments indicate a period of
acceleratcdtectonicactivityduringthemid-latePliocene.Quaternary.
This study suggests thaI the Anaximander Mountain (sensu strict0) and the
Anaximenes Mountain dcveloped during the Pliocene·Quatemary as theresultofa
thrusts in both mountains heightened the seafloor morphology of these submarine
mountains and brought Eocene-Oligocene sediments into the core ofthesemountains
The Sirn Erin~ Plateau represenls a 30-40 km wide transpressional fault zone
developed during Ihe Pliocene-Quaternary. in this rcgion thecorrugated seafloor
morphology observed in the multibeam balhymetry map is the reflection of high-
angle faults. It isspecuiated thai thistranspressional fault zone extends from the
southern portion of the Rhodes Basin across the greater AnaximanderMountains into
the western segmenl of the Antalya Basin. defining a major present-day tectonic
The abrupt tennination of the crustal·scale soulh verging thrust thatcarriesthe
AnaximanderMountain at the large west-verging thrust that defines the boundary
asa major lransfer fault. This thrusl dispiays notable contractional overlap and may
Morphologicai similarities belweenthc Isparta Angle of southwestern Turkey
and the greater Anaximander Mountains are used to suggest similarities in the
fherefore.ilisspcculatedthatthe
Anaximander Mountains may bc IheofTshore replication of the Isparta Angle trends,
causedbysimilarmcchanisms.bulofyoungerage.lfcorrecl,duringthcPliocene-
Quaternary, the Anaximander and Anaximenes Mountains must have experienced a
progressive counterclockwise rotation, while Ihe Anaxagoras Mountain and the
Florence Rise must have experienced a clockwise rotation. Thus,the present day
arrow·head shaped morphology of the Anaximander Mountains (sensII 1010) may be
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The tectonic history of the eastem Mediterranean Sea and surrounding area
(Fig. 1.1) is extremely complex and has been called a "geological jigsaw puzzle'". Today,
the region is used as a natural laboratory to investigate a number of plate tectonic
processes, such as; (i) convergence and associated subduction, (ii) orogenesis and
ophiolite obduction, and (iii) rifting and passive margin development (Robertson, 1998;
sequence covering the eastemMediterranean region (e.g., Hsuetal..I 973;Citaetal.,
during the desiccation of the Mediterranean associated with the "Messinian Salinity
Crises" (e.g., Citaet aI., 1978). Howevcr, no study to date has documentedevaporite
scposition in the Anaximander Mountains or the Rhodes Basin
evolved during the Mesozoic (Moores etal., 1984; Robertson. 1998). The plate tectonic
Anatolian Microplate (moving west) in-between (Figure 1.2). All plate motions are made
movement of the Aegean-Anatolian Microplate in the Pliocene (Fig. 1.2) and its counter-
clockwise rotation in the western moSI segmenl of the microplate (Sengaretal., 1981)
These continental blocks are converging through subduction and squeezingofthe
microplates sandwiched between (Fig. I; Aksu et aI., 2005). Today, the tectonic
Aegean-Anatolian Microplates (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2). The boundary between the African
Plate and the Aegean-Anatolian Microplate is delineated hy the Hellenic Arc and the
Pliny-StraboTrenches in the west and the Florence Rise, and Cyprus Arc in the east (Fig.
1.2). Numerous studies have taken place in the region. regarding rne style andtimingof
regardingtheMiocene-recenttectonicandsedimeniaryevolutionofthe area, such as (i)
the linkage and role of the Anaximander Mountains in the tectonic evolution of the
Southwest Aegean Anatolian Microplate and (ii) the linkage of the Anaximander
and Florence Rise intheeasl. Supervisors Ali E. Aksu and Jeremy Hall of the Memorial
University of Newfoundland (MUN) initiated the Ellstcrn McditcrrancllD Sca Project
in 1991. Currently, they lead an international team of researchers, who are actively
illvestigating the tectonic evolution of the eastern Mediterrallean Sea
Since the projeci began five marine seismic cruises have taken place in I991,1992,
2001. 2007 and 2008 colleclingover 14500 km ofmultj-channel seismic reOecliondata
(Fig. 1.3). The author participated in thesummer-fal12007 cruise, andassistedinthe
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rergm;onellll.,,<VUJ,ljlel·elal.,LUUJ).Thisthesisprovidesconsiderable new data and
to the above·work are contributedl byth"author The main contributionsfromthisthesis
morphological highs: the Anaximander Mountain (sensu stricto) in the west and
create a seismic grid with a 10krn line spacing (Fig. 1.5). The 2007 seismic profiles
provide further coverage over the southem segment of the AnaximanderMountain(Sensll
llllO).lnthisthesisexamplesofthe2007profiles(Figs.4-8)arepresented to provide
The 2007 profiles indicate that the structural architecture of the three mountains
is verydifTerent. The Anaximander Mountain isa large. E-W trending and N-dipping
asymmetric structure, the southern flank of which is bounded bya very steep S-dipping
escarpment. where the seafloor is sharply offset by 700-900m. The northern slope of the
mountain gently dips towards the North. and the structure progressively merges with the
The Anaximenes Mountain is a steep-sided structure south and southeast of the
AnaximanderMountain(Fig.lA). It is concave to the northwesl and trends NE-SW at
its northeast end but gradually assumes an ENE-WSW lrend towards thesouthwest. The
bottomed valley between the Anaximanderand Anaximenes Mounlains, referred to as the
Slrn Erin~ Plateau,and is-500-700 m above the Mediterranean Ridge at the northern
The Anaxagoras mountain trends NW·SE is the most easterly high. Anaxagoras
is situated to the south of the Antalya Basin and merges with the AnaximenesMountain
and Florence Rise at its SW and SE ends respectively. IntheNWthemountainexhibits


the westward propagation oflheNorth Anatolian Fault Zone and the progressive
during the Pliocene·Qllaternarymust have initiated a new tectonicphasedominatedby


The primary objectives of this thesis are to image and map the Structures
I to determine the parameters required to process the high resolution multi
2. to establish an optimal processing flow for the data set by testing various
steps of the flow using the trial-and·error method
3 to process the data from the shot-domain to final migration
I to prod Lice detailed maps of the structures that make up the AnaxiOlander
Mountains using interpretations of high-resolution seismic reflection
2 to understand the structural and tectonic linkages between the Anaximander,
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amplitude and polarity of the reflected energy is proportional to the acoustic impedance
acoustic impedance, some energy is reflected back to the surface, while some is
transmitted into the next layer. The strength ofa reflection (at normal incidence)is
defined by the reflection coefficient between two layers (R12), which isa functionofthe
acoustic impedance across the interface, and it is described by equation2.2whereplul
and P2U2 are the acoustic impedanceoflayers I and 2, respectively.
The seismic reflection method is a robust procedurc. It is assumed that seismic
wavestravc] through homogeneous, isotropic mcdia(Krebes, 1985,1989.Yilmaz,2001)
Energy is lost as depth increases duc to spherical divergence, absorption, scattering and
anelastic attenuation of higher frequcncies with depth. TbisafTectsthechoiceofthe
source bandwidth appropriate fora particular target depth
During the 2007 eastern Mediterranean cruisc.-IOOO km of high-resolution
seismic reflection data wercacquired over the Ana.ximander Mountains (sensulato) using
University. The locations of the 2007 reflection profiles were chosen carefully with lines
running northwest·southeast, broadly perpendicular to the general trend of the prominent
structures in the area (Fig. 2.4). The 2001 seismic reflection profiles running-SandE·
for the 2007 multi-ehannel seismic survey is shown in Figure 2.5. During the 2007 cruise
seconds,correspondingto-25mdistance. The trigger pulses were generated from the
ships Global Positioning System (GPS). The avPac receives the orientation and
coordinates from the vessels Gyro and the vessel's navigation system (i.e., GPS) and
sends a TIL (transistor·transistor logic) signal to the trigger box. Next, the interim
trigger box which sends a signal to the delay box. The delay box in tum, sends a TIL
signal to Macha (i.e., the source controller),and a user-defined delayed TIL to the
SeaMUX NTRS·2 seismograph (Fig. 2.5). Finally, the Macha,sendsa5V ITL signal to
esch air-gun to fire the guns. By setting a spccific time delay, theopcratorcan delay the
onset of recording according to the variations of the water depth,thus,maximizingdata
sloragespace.Thiswssparticularlyimportantinthesludyareahecause the bathymetry
The source used was a broad.band,high-frequency sleeve gun array be longing
10 the Memorial University of Newfoundland (Fig 2.6). The array consisted of seven
sleeve guns: 4x 40 in3 guns(4 x655 cm\ I x20in3 gun(1 x 328cm3),and 2 xlOinJ



guns (2 x 164cm\ with a total volume of 200 in) (3277 cm). Two of the 40 in) guns
were placed inclose proximity to one another, so that when they fire,their bubbles would
coalescetoemulatean80inJ gun.SeismicreOectionswererecordedusingan-channel,
450 m·longhigh-resolution HydroscienceTechnologies Inc. slreamer array, with a group
intervaiof6.25 m(72x 6.25 =450 m). producing a nominal fold of9 (Equation 2.3; see
below). The streamer was towed at a constant depth (-3 m below the surface of the
water) using eight Digi-Coursestreamerdepthcontrollers,alsoknownasstrearner birds
The data were recorded digitally (using the TRS·2 seismograph) for five seconds below
the sea bed with a I millisecond sample rate. The delay was altered onboard ship,
according to the change in water depth. All incoming data was stored on data DVDsand
fold = Y2 [numberofchannels(groupintervallshot interval)]
The acquisition parameters for the 2001 survey were similar to thoseusedfor
2007 survey, with the foltowingvariations. Forthe200lsurvey,the same sleeve gun
array was used as the source, with a total volumeof200 inJ (3277 cmJ) and shots were
fired to time every 9-10 seconds using the vessel's internal clock to trigger the pulse. In
contrast, the 2001 datawererecordedusinga48x 12.5 mTeiedyne streamer,withatotal
length of 600 m. The added streamer length produces a greater foldofl 2 for the 2001
andsloredonDAT(digitalaudiotapes)tapesusinga48channelOYODAS-I
seismograph. An initial gainof36 dB and a slight filter with low-cut frequencyof8Hz
The geometry of the 2007 eastern Mediterranean cruise is provided in Figure
A marine seismic reflection processing flow generally includes: analysisofshot
records, frequency filtering, gaincontrol,application ofgeomelry and common mid point
(CMP) sorting, CMPgather(CMP is used interchangeably as common depth point-
CDP),velocityanalysis, nonnal move out (NMO) correctiol1,deconvolution, stack and
migration (Fig. 2.8). These processes arc further discussed with specific reference to
2007 data in Chapler3. It is important to note that each step isdependenlonthesuccess
of the process that came before it,confinning tbat scismic processingisaniterativeand
incremental procedure and many steps are repeated in order to delemlinc the optimal
processing parameters. The uhimategoal of processing seismic data is 10 increase the
signal to noise ratio and produce the beslpossible image of the subsurface geology. This
is accomplished through the following steps: (i) to detennine the appropriateparameters
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Figure 2.8 Generic data processing flow
noise which distorts lhe image. Primary energy occurs as seismic refleclionsand noise
can be both coherenl (e.g.. multiple reflections) and random (e.g., noise fromlheships
The analysis of the shot records involves the examinalion of the raw datausing
all channels. paying attention IOlhe frequency content. amplilUde variationsinthedata
The first step is 10 examine the trace display of the raw data along with the corresponding
amplitudespeclrum, which involves running ofa spectral analysis. This process allows
an initial detemlination of the signal to noise ratio for the dala sel. The data is then often
displayed asa near trace gather, which provides, for the first time,thenatureofthe
Following the inspection of the raw data, a bandpass filter within the frequency
range of the dala set is applied. Frequency filtering increases the signaltonoiseratio,
giving Ihe operator a clearer image of the data and its frequencycontent.Theabovesteps
provide the operator the necessary information to determine if further trace editing is
required,such as the removal of noisy and/or dead traces, and time delaycorrections.lt
with time due to geometrical sprcading (spherical divergence) oftheenergy,rcflcction,
A gain function is used during processing to balance amplitudes down the
11 is possible to produce a seismic reflection image with a single source and a
only sampled once. Sorting thc data using the CMP method provides multiple coverage
of each point sampled in thc subsurface (i.e., every point is samplcd>!). Thus,sorting
the data using the CMP melhod creatcs redundancy of the sampled points,increasesthe
(a) (b)
each sampled point and defines the fold of the dataset (Equation 2.3)
(Yilmaz,200I.proMAXUsersManual),suchasthesemblancespectra.constantvelocity
stack. and the constant velocity gathers. The semblance spectra represents a range of
velocity hyperbolas fora given to and calculates the coherence and sembiance,measures
of similarity that compare one trace to the next (Fig. 2.13a). The point in the spectra with
isa primary renection (Yilmaz. 2001). The CMP gather displays the common ofTset
stacked supergather(described in Chapter 3) for the specified CM Ps(Fig.2.l3b). By
applying the interactive NMO application to the CMP gather it was possible to see ifeach
pick was under· or over-corrected for the NMO velocity. The NMO correction is
describcd below, but this is an iterative process because the NMOcorrectionrequires
accurate velocity information. When the velocity pick is too !ow and over-corrected for
NMO the event will curve up. IfthepickistoohighandisundercorrectedforNMOthe
gather will appear nat in time. These three cases are further illustrated usingexamples
R1 fU Rs R4 R.1 Rz Rl 5151 5J 54 & S. 5,
*******
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from the 2007 data in Chapter 3. The constant velocity stacks are a seriesofside-by-side
stacked traces fora given supergather(Fig. 2.13c). Eachtraceisat constant velocity and
Normal-move-out(NMO) is the effect of the sepamtion between a source and a
receivers will produce a delay in the arrival times, thus the resultingseismographisa
hyperbolic function (Fig2.11a). The NMO correction is applied to the data to flanen the
reflection hyperbolae by shifting the arrival time of each reflection to an equal arrival
time for all reflections, the normal incidence travel time (Fig. 2.11 b). Before the stacking
processcanbecarriedout,thedatamustbecorrectedforNMO. Equation (2.4) for the
NMOcorrection requires velocity infonnationand because we use the datatodetennine
the velocities, the success of the velocity analysis is ultimately a function of the data
receiver, v:::: average vetocity to the depth corresponding to to, and to:::: normalincidence
One problem with theNMO correction is that the equation is not linearandits
applicationdistortslheshallowportionofthedala(Fig.2.12b).This is known as lhe
The recorded seismic event is the response from a given reOectorand is a
combination of the source signature, the receiver response, the instrumentresponseand
thegeology(Krebes,1985,1989,Yllmaz,2001).Thegoalofwaveletprocessingisto
altenualethe response from the first three variables (i.e., the source signature,lhereceiver
response. the instrument response) and extract the infonnation on geology
Spiking deconvolution (also called speclral whitening) increaseslhetemporal
resolulion of the data by collapsing the seismic wavelet to aspike,whichisc!osertothe
true geological response. Strictly speaking, the spikingdeconvolution opcrator is the
inverse of the wavelet. The process is carried out using both the inverse and the least-
squares statistical filters and is dependent on the length of the filter and whether the
seismic wavelet is minimum phase or not (Ytlmaz, 2001, proMAX UsersManual). The
unw3ntedresponseofthesource,receiverandinstrumentsarelreatcdaslinearfiltersand
inverse filters are designed to attenuate theseelTects. Thesuccessofthedeconvolution
rests on the assumption that (i) the seismic wavelet is minimum phase, and (ii) lhe
infonnationontheoriginalfonnofthewaveletisknown,orcanbeestimated from the
Stack = S~ (I/n S~ S(I))
and mispositioning of the CMP (Fig. 2.14). Source receiver pairs with the same
theorctical midpoint (assuming dip =0) do not have the same actual midpoinLlnsuch
cascs, the actual midpoint will be projected up dip. resulting in a smear of the sampled
points (e.g., Yllmaz,200l). Also, the projection of actual mid point to the surface does
After stacking diffraction hyperbolae are still visible, making the geological
interpretation difficult. The process of migration collapses these diffractions, moves
dipping reflections to their correct locations, incrcasing the spat ialresolutionofthedata
In nature, reflectors arc rarely horizontal and almost always havesome component of dip
Dipping reflectors cause mispositioning of the common midpoint (e.g., Fig. 2.14) and the
final image can be distorted. The migration process rcstoresthis imagebymovingthe
theoretical reflection points up-dip to their true Jocations in the subsurface and the
migratedsegmentissleeperandshorterthanlheslackedsegmenl(Fig. 2.15). The goal of
tbemigration process isto collapse diffractions thal are visibJe in the stacked section toa
single point to produce an imagethal is the best representation of the true subsurface
geology. Thus, the migration process focuses the final seismic image,makingdetailed
stnlctural and stratigraphic interpretations possible. Afterthedalaismigrated,complex
structures such asstccp flanks and fault plains can be imaged more precisely (Yllmaz,
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prominent reflections and major unconformities Thickness maps (in lwo-wa.ytravel
anothermajorregionalunconformity(describedlatcr) The sedimentary an,l structural
that define structural architecturealongdiscontinllities in theseismic reflection profiles
(Fig. 2.16). These terms are readily used during seismic stratigraphicinterprelalionand
its original size, bllt is not formed as the consequence of non-deposition. Truncation
than the underlying strata (Fig. 2.16) Anonlapowurswh"nthe,aldersurfaceisdipping
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Figure2.17 show secondary structures associated with (a) listric nonnal faults, (b)
thrust faults, and (c)srrike-slip faults, (From Aksu er aI., 2009)
The seismic reOection data processed for this thesis were collected duringthe
The data processed for this thesis include eight lines (-700 km) running northwest-
forinterpretationwereacquiredduringthe200lsurvey(describedinChapter2) and
were previously processed at Memorial University of ewfoundlandbygraduateand
undergraduate students. All seismic data processing was completed at Memorial
University of ewfoundlandusinglhe Landmark proMAXOsoftware, running on SUN
finnl migration is provided in Figure 3.2. Processes applied to thedata include, trace
ediling, frequency filtering, gain control,velocity analysis, nonnnimoveoutcorrection,
generic flow described in Chapter 2. These processes are described in greater detail in
this chapter with specific references to the 2007 seismic reflect ion profiles, processed by
The display application in proMAXo isan extremely useful tool. It is used to
display the data on the screen for visual inspection during processing. By analysing the

IMultiple Removal I
~~~~~~s ~~~si~arine seismic data processing now used to process the 2007 data used
trace display for each line it is possible (i) todetennine oplimal fi Iter parameters, (ii) to
pcrfonn trace editing, (iii) to correct time delays if necessary, and (iv) to apply an
appropriate gain control. The display flow is also used to creale paper-plots that are
printed at various steps during processing for data quality control and to produce the final
bitmap images. Thesedisplayapplicationsaredescribedingrealerdetailinthefollowing
Firsl, the raw-data is loaded into proMAXcwork space using the SEG-Y input
applicalion. ext, shots are displayed using all channels (Fig. 3.3a) and as a single
channeUnear trace gather (Fig. 3.4). First inspectionoflhe raw data 5howsthatthesignal
The seabed reflection can be distinguished at-500ms, but it isstronglymasked by high
levels of noise (Fig. 3.3a). The amplitude spectrum oflhe raw data graphically represents
the amplitudes of the various frequencies of the seismic signal andilisadirectindicator
ofthelowsignaltonoiseratioforthisdataset(Fig.3.3b).Thefrequency band of the
signal lies arollnd 50-200Hz and is barely visible in the spectra,whilea strong low-
It is impossible 10 produce an interprclableseismic image when the primary
energy is significantly masked by high levels of noise. Therefore, it is necessary 10


develop a filter that will suppress the unwanted noise, enhancing the primary energy
process called spectral shaping. This process balances frequencyfilteringbyapplyinga
spectral shaping algorithm to all input traces (proMAXo Users Manual). Spectral
shapinginthefrcquencydomainscalesandmultipliesallfrequencycomponentsbya
specifiedcontourwithnoeffectontheoriginalphaseofthedata.The shaping contour is
....----------------- --- 1

Hz, 500 Hz. Afier spectral shaping isapplied,the low frequency spikeiscompletely
eliminated from the amplitude spectrum (Fig. 3.7). Both Butterworth bandpass filter and
spectral shaping are used for display purposes only and are never applied permanenllyto
The stacking process involves taking the average amplitudeofa given number
lraces).Aninspectionofthetracedisplay(e.g.,Fig.3.5a)confirmsthat all channels,
except channel thirteen are very good. Channel lhirteen is consistently either extremely
negalive efTecls on the final stacked section. Therefore, it iskilled1zeroed(Fig.3.7a)for
each line before further processing was carried oul. KillingasinglcchanneUtracedidnol
The bathymelryofthe greater Anaximander MOllntains and surrounding areas is
extrcmclycomplexandlherearesignificanlvarialionsinseanoordeplh over relalively
short distances (e.g., Fig. 3.1). Because of the short shot cycle time. and the time
reqllired to write the dala to the slorage device, itwasnecessarytousedelayedrecording
of±500 ms were manually applied during data acquisition when necessary,toinsurethe

each delay change was recorded by the scientific crew in the cruise-log-book and was
amount of time was spent during data processing. checking each trace of the near trace
gather individually to ensure the correct field file identification (FFID} number is
determinedforeachdelaychange.lnordertodetenninetheexactFFIDwherethedelay
was applied it was necessary to zoom in and inspect each trace individually (Fig.3.9}. A
proMAXCprocess-hand-statics-is used to shift the time-delayed data back to its
funclionisrequiredtobalancetheamplitudesoflheseismicdata.Thcreareavarielyof
gain functions available for data processing (e.g., proMAXc Users Manual). The
seismic dala processing, and ischoscn as the gain function to process the 2007 data
sliding a window. The scaling factor was chosen by adjusting the sealing parameters and
thc size of the AGC window. Figures3.lland3.12illuslralelhedala before and after
the application ofAGC. Notice that lhe amplitudes are balanced downseclion,making
deeperreOections more visible. It is important to remember that when againisapplied





Thegeometryoftheseismicspreadcontainspertinentinformation for further
processing, such as, the velocity analysis and common midpoint (CMP) slacking
Therefore, before further processing could be carried oUlthe shootinggeomelryforthe
2007 survey was applied to the datasel. A simple geometry (straightline,constanlshot
point interval-usually 25 meters) was assumed and a2Dauto functionisusedtocreate
a2Dmarinegeometryspreadsheet. Parameters such as the source and receiver interval,
By applying the correcl geometry to the data set it was possible to create a
binning spreadsheet which assigns each trace to aCMP. The CMP gathers created were
further used to determine the staking velocities during thevelocity analysis. After the
shooting geometTy was applied to the data it was necessary todosome trace quality
control by carefully examining the final geometry spreadsheet to ensure that each channel

Velocity analysis is one of the most important processes because successful
bad velocities produce poor final images (proMAXoUsers Manual). Therefore,during
In proMAXo A supergather Isenoated b,y sUUlll1lng «)gethersevwli adjae,ent C~~Ps
which increases the quality of the sembtance spectra In a C[)P gather,trae,eseanl,avc
ensembles for the velocity analysis (proMAXo Users Manual)
tigbtergridwherelhegeologyismorecomplex Howe''Cf,be,causethegeo,logylrllhe
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comm,moITSl"stackedsup,,,galherforthespecifiedO~Ps Itwaspossiblclosceifeach
for NMO the event will curve down (Fig. 3.19). Finally, when the NMO velocity is
constant velocity stack images allow for visual identification 0 rwherethe data is stacking
in(Fig.3.20c). The maximum stacked response in the velocity stacks is the bestNM0
velocity. Notice that when the velocity pick is incorrect (Figs. 3.18c, 3.19c) the datactoes
integrating the three velocity analysis methods significantly increased confidence when
After the velocily picking was complete it was necessary to display the output
velocity field (Figure 3.21) and edit the function using the velocityviewerlpointeditof
(Figure 3.22). The velocity viewer/point editor tool allows velocity picks to be
manipulatedandthcncwvelocityfunctionisolltputandsaved.The velocity editing tool
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and did not require deconvolution Howe'<er,in'lomelc1catiomltheseabedre,flectiolnhas
zerophasedeconvolutionwasalsotested(Fig.3.26) Thez,:roph,,,edeconvolution
created slightly less high frequency noise than the minimum




operator, but produced unwanted ringing above the seabed (Fig. 3.26). Differentfihers
from the deconvolulion, but all produced similarresuhs. Filtering the data post
deconvolution and steepening the filter slope parameters was somewhat successfulin
suppressing the high frequency noise; however, the signal to noise ratio of the
It wasuscful to carry out the deconvolution process to develop a better
understandingoflhe required parameters, bUlovcrall,spikingdeconvolutiondidnol
prove to be beneficial for the 2007 dala set. This is most likely because theassumptions
required fordeconvo!ution were not met, specifically, Ihe source isprobably not exactly
minimumphaseandlheoriginalinfonnationol1theseismicwaveletis nOI well known
After some minorediling, the final velocity fUllction (Fig. 3.23) isused 10 stack
the data. The strlcked seismic sections (Figs. 3.27,3.28) show a signilicant increase in
the signal to lloise ratio, but Ihe image isdistorled bythediffractionhyperbolasand
migration isrcquired. This is becallse the CMP stacking mClhod aSSlimes hyperbolic
move out from horizontal reOettors, bUI in areas sllch as the eastem MediterraneanSea
where the geology is extremelycomplicated,this assumplion is violated alld there is
decreased move out on steeply dipping slopes. Therefore, in deep water where the
geology is complex, stacking velocilies will not equal themigralion velocities. A


ve]ocitymigrationswererunusingvery]ow(e.g.,lOoo,n!s)arld h;gll (200'0 m/s)







velocities. This was helpful in areas with steeply dippingstniciures where migration
velociliescouldbeextremelyhigh.ComparingcachStohconstantvelocitymigration
wasaquickandeasywaylodeterminethcgeneralrangeofvelocilieslhatshould be used
TheconstantvelocityStoltmigrationisthcquickestmigrationtechniqueandis
useful to estimate Ihe range of migration velocities but the constant migration does not
handle complex structures and lateral variations in vclocily well. Therefore, a variable
velocity migration was required to develop final migration velocitics. The Sioh variable
velocity migralion(Fig. 3.35) is also timc efficient and was used todeterminetheoptimal
migralionvelocilyfunctionusedforthefinalmigralion.Bynlnningavariableve10city
migration it was possible 10 analyse the migrated section and detemline where the
velocily function needed to be changed. It was very common in the 2007 profiles for the
dalatobeundermigrated(frowning)al-3000msandlheovcrmigrated(smiling)deepcr
down the section (Fig. 3.36). By analysing each Stolt variable ve locitymigration it was
possiblctoedil Ihe migration velocity fUllclion(usinglhevelocityviewer/pointeditor
discllssedinlheprevioussection)andolltputandsaveanewmigration velocity funclion
One problem with the migration method is the amount of computing time
requircdduringprocessing The Stolt migrations were used to estimate migration

velocities because lhealgorithm is very limceflicient. However,thcStoltmigrationdoes
not handle complex geology and velocity varialions well, lherefore, the KirchhofTtime
migralionprocess was used for final migralions. ThcKirchhofTmigralionmcthoddida
much benerjobat migrating steeply dipping struclures because lhe algorilhm can handle
steep dips. An example ofa velocity function uscd fora Kirchhoffmigralionisprovided
in Figure 3.37. NOlice the significant difTerence between the velocity funclionuscd for
migralion and the velocity function used to stack the data (Fig 3.23).
The Kirchhoff migration algorithm is an integral solution to the scalar wave
equal ion (Equation 3.1) and is therefore dependcnt on the wavepropagation through lhe
Earth (Yllmaz,200I). Thismigrationmcthodisbasedonthefollowingassumptions;(i)
variations and (iii) the slacked section represents the zero-ofTsetscclion
The Kirchhoff migration is carried out througb a process known as diffraction
summation. Amplitudes along a diffraction hyperbola are summed and the summed
amplitude isal the apex of the hyperbola (Fig. 3.38). Figures 3.39-3.44 provide examples
KirchhofTtime migration took longer, it proved to be much better when dealing with
steeply dipping structures and velocity variations








deconvolution (Lines, 1996) Theseparam,"ersir,c1udethepre,dictior,distar,ceandlthe
deconvolution operator length The periodici.y of the muhiple is used to,detemnine.he
including predictive deconvolution and the application ofa low velocilylayer(LVL)in
migration were attempled to try and diminish IheefTectsoftheseabedmultiple
seabed multiple. Figures 3.45 and 3.46 show stacked seismic sections pre-and POSI-
deconvolution, respectively. Notice,thereisverylittle,ifanY,difTerence between these
two sections. The deconvolulion application was inefTectivcat removingthe sea bed
multiple at-5400 ms(Fig. 3.46). The failure of the deconvolution is mostlikclybecause
Iheseabed multiple arrival time lacks the periodicity required to detennine the prediction
lies in slacked section. Throughoutthestudyareatheseabedref1eclion arrival lime
regularly occurs at-3000 ms, with lhe exception of the three seamounts, reaching
shallowdepthslessthanlOOOms. A multiple ref1ection occurs at 2x, 3x,4x ... the arrival
time ofa primary refleclion, thus, the firslseabed multiple in thisstudy area will usually
occllfaround 6000 ms. For example, in Figure 3.46 the seabed ref1ecl ionoccursat-2700
ms and the first seabed multiple is recordedat-5400 ms. Thus, the second and
subsequent mUltiples would occur at 8100 ms, 10800 ms and soon. The maximum time
rccordedforlhe2007datais7500ms,meaningthalonlylhefirstmuhiple is recorded
and all subsequent multiples would be beyond the range of the seismic record.Therefore,
the 2007 dala lack the periodicity of multiples required for Wiener predictive
Furthennore, predictive deconvolulion works best in areas where


because the muhiple arrival time is far down the section where very little primary energy
is delectable. When possible. the seabed multiple was muted to avoid any distraction
during interpretation. However, because the multiple velocity is significantly lower than
the velocity of the primaries, af'terthe data was migrated smiles from the 0 ver-migrated
muhiplewouldcreepupthroughthescction(Fig.3.47),concealingprimaryreflections
Further attention was required to suppress the smiles coming off the seabed multiple
After predictive deconvolution failed othcr multiple removal tech niques
including, adaptive deconvolution and f·k multiple removal werealtempted,however,
neithcr were beneficial. The adaptive deconvolution zeroed the multi pie in areas leaving
large holes in the dataset and in other areas where Slructures dipped more steeply the
refleclorswerenotattenuated,Thef-kmultipieremovalwaslesled,blltdid not show any
improvcmcnt over tbe original data, This is probably because it was extremely difficult
lodistinguishbctween primary and multiple energy in the f-kspec trum
In theend,applyinga low velocity layer (Fig. 3.48) at the arrival time of the
seabed multiple was the most beneficial method to suppress lhemigration smiles coming
from the sea bed multiple. The velocity of the LVLchanged for each line but ranged
fromIOOO-1200m/s.Figures3.49and3.50illustratethedatabeforetheLVLisapplied,
whereas Figures 3.51 and 3.52 illustrate the data after the LVL is applied
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conslrainlheanalysis, inlcrvalvelocitiesweredetermined for higher and lowerRMS
vclocities, which provided a more reliable average interval velocity (Table3.!)
Equation 3.2 is used to determine the final interval velocity.
distinctscismo-stratigraphicunits(UnitJ,Unit2andUnit3),separatedfromeachother
by prominent reflections that extend across the entire study area (Figs. 4.1). The
locations of the seismic reflection profiles illustraled in this chapter are provided in
Figure 4.2. Each unil is distinguished by its acoustic characler, reflection strength and
reflection continuity. In this chapter a detaiJed description of these stratigraphic units and
Iheir bounding surfaces is provided. Stratigraphic thickness is recordedin2-waytravel
time and the dip amount is shown by the dip degree scale on seismic profiles. The
chronologyofthesedimentarysuccessionsimagedinseismicUnilsJ-3 in the study area
isdelennined by integrating the principles of seismic stratigraphy with dredge samples,
cores(Woodsideetal.,1997),twoboreholesdriJIedovertheFlorence Rise by the Deep
Sea Drilling Project (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1978) and two exploration wells drilled
in the onland Kasaba Basin (~enel and Bolilkbm;l, 1997). Lithological and age data from
dredges and boreholes provide the infonnation necessary to corrclate seismic units across
the study area and to detemline the age and relationshipsoflhed ifferentunits
4.1 Description of cores and dredges from ihe Annximander Mounia ins
Anaximander Mountains region (Fig. 4.3; Woodsideetal.,1997). Data from these
samples in combination with Ihehigh-resolution seismic reflcction profilesfromthearea
provide a first order Jithostratigraphy and chronology forseismicstratigraphicUnitsl-3
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Table 4.1). The coring resuits show that the entire study area iscoveredbyvariablythick
Holocene·Pleistocene hemipelagic sediments, including bioturbated foraminifera· and
nannofossil·richmuds and silty muds, sapropels and sapropellic muds, andtephralayers
A total of 17 dredge samples was collected during the A AXIPROBEfITR·6
cruise from the Anaximander Mountains (Fig. 4.3; Table 4.2). The cruise report
highlights thal-SO% of the dredges were empty or contained few rocksamples,whilethe
remaining dredges recovered sufficient quantities of rack samples to establish the
subsurface geology (Dumont and Woodside, 1997). Samples recovered in the dredges
ranged from Eocene-early-mid Pliocene siliciclastic rocks, including claystones,
sillstones,sandstonesandconglomerales,tomid-Mioceneflysch deposits, to Jurassic and
Cretaceoussandslones,chertsandophiolilicrocks.Closeexamination of the dredge
results show that various types of ophiolitic rocks and flyschdcposi ts mainly occur in the
northem portion of the Anaxagoras Mountain, as well as along the Turkishcontinental
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Oredge samples from the western Turkish continental slope (e.g., 2220,2230
in Fig. 4.3) consist of Mesozoic limestones and early Plioceneconglomeraticandfine-
grained "sandy" limestones (Table 4.2). OumontandWoodside(1997)suggestedthat
these rocks were related to the Beyda~lan successions onland in southern Turkey. A
single dredge sample from the eastem Turkish continental slope (e.g., 214D in Fig. 4.3)
sampled ophiolitic rocks. Dumont and Woodside (1997) ascribed these rocks to be
Two dredge samples (i.e., 1980, 199D; Fig. 4.3) from the Ana.,<imander
Mountain (sensu stricto) recovered Pliocene - Pleistocene claystones, siltstones and
limestones (198D) and a Quaternary hard carbonate crust (1990). Two other dredge
samples (i.e., 202D,203D in Fig. 4.3) from the Anaximenes Mountain recoveredmid-
Miocene marls, lime-mudstones and Eocene greenstones, together with Pliocene-
Pleistocene clays, siltstones and sandstones (Table 4.2)
A single dredge along the eastem segment of the Anaxagoras Mountain(21ID,
Fig. 4.3) recovered mid-Miocene limestones and undated sandstones. The cruise report
Two deep boreholes were drilled on the Florence Rise by the DeepSea Drilling
Project Sites 375 and 376 (Fig. 4.4). Thesedimentsencounteredintheseboreholesare
Figure 4.4 Map showing the locations of DSDP Sites 375 and 376 drillcd over the
Florence Rise, and lhesimplified lithostratigraphy oflhe drilled successions
brienydescribed here to assist in the correlations between the lilhostraigraphicunitsand
Iheseismic reflection profiles used in this study (Shipboard Scienli fie Party. 1978). Site
375 was drilled to a depth of82l.5 manda predominantly pre-evaporite successionwas
Mioceneevaporiteandpostevaporitesuccessions,aflysch-typeunitinthe TOrlonian,
and four units in the pre-Torlonian to Early-Middle Miocene sediments (Shipboard
• Unit I is a Quaternary hemipelagic sequence consisting of gray to brown
Pliocene,browntoorangenannofossilmarls.Unitsl,lIandlIlalsoinelude
minor thin interbedsofsapropelic marls and volcanic ash beds. Unit IV consists
of light to medium gray Early Pliocene marls. It comprises two chaotically
Vb are two successions ofa slightly silty nannofossil dolomitic marlstone, with
thinly bedded inter-layered laminated siltstones and marlstones,probablyof
tlirbiditicorigin.Finally,SubllnitVdischaraclerizedbyabundant detrital
-Unit VI is composed of gypsum, grecn dolomitic marlstone, anhydrite and halite
which are Messinian in age. It is divided into two subunits. Subunit VIa
and elongate selenitic "swallow-tail" gypsum crystals, set in a matrix of
gypsiferous greenish-white marlstone. Subunit Vlb is mainly composed of
anhydriteandhalite,andcontainsfromtoptobase:{i)numeroussmallpiecesof
clear, coarsely crystalline halite with thin wavy interlayers of finely crystalline
gypsum; (ii) larger fragments of white nodularanhydrile with large and small
amounts of gypsum; (iii) a fragmenlofbanded anhydritc, in which thin dark
brown, organic-rich laminae separate upto I cm thick bandsofnodularanhydrite
{iv)bandedbalitewith2to4cmthicklayersofclearcoarselycrystallinebalite
separated by 0.5 cmthick,brown, fine-grained gypsum layerscontainingrare
_UnitVIIconsistsofanupperMiocene{Tortonian)darkcolored,partlydolomilic
maristonesequence.Thesequenceexhibitsdistinctcyclicity,with each cycle
consistingofafine-grainedlerrigeneousarenitesubunit,whichgradesintoa
Langhian. Unit XI is composed of dark green-gray limestones and marlstonesof
Turkish Petroleum Corporation drilled twocxploration wells in the onland
KasabaBasin:Ka!;j·1 and Demre·l (Fig. 4.5). TheK<l!;i·lwcllwasdrilled to a total depth
Jurassic to UpperCretaceousage,correlatcd with the Beydaglan Formation (Fig. 4.5;
~enel and B5IUkba!;jl, 1997). From 3375 m to 5200 01, the well recovered an Upper
Triassic dolomite, correlated with the Kuyuba!;jl Fomlation. At 5200 m the well
encountercdamajordiscontinuity,wherethcupperTriassicsediments were underlain by
interpreted by Turkish Petroleum Corporation (unpublished data) and ~enel and
BOIUkb~I(1997)asamajorsouth·verging,north-dippingthrust(Fig.4.5)

recovered 3200 m of Jurassic to upper Cretaceous neritic limestone succession of the
Beyd.gl'fI Form.tion(~eneland Bollikbu>" 1997). From3200mto 5356m the well
encountered a middle to upper Triassic dolomites of the Kuyuba~a Fonnation, followed
by a 644 m thick lower Triassic. The well furtherrecovered-IIO m of an undated
The data from these two onland exploration wells, immediately north of the
study area, show that the mid·late Miocene phase of defonnation affected the
Serravallian·Langhian sedimentary successions in the Kasaba Basin and the western
Tauride Mountains ($enel and BOlilkba~l, 1997). A significant thrust encountered in the
K~·l well and possibly in the Demre·1 well suggests the presence ofa-IOQ -dipping,
south verging major structure. This is in keeping with the fold-thrust geometries
4.4 Description of seismic stratigraphic units and their boundingsurf:lces
The youngest and uppermostslratigraphic unit in the AnaximanderMountains
is a regulariy renective package with acoustically strong and high Iy continuous renectors
(Figs. 4.1,4.6). Reflectors from this unit display thehighesl frequencyconlentrecorded
on the seismic profiles. Well data from the Florence Rise,-165-200 km southeast of the
study area, show that this unit is Pliocene·Quaternary in age and is predominantly
...::.~ -.~.~.~.-.- "':" - ~."":,."'l"'.-:o.":".~.",:".~.":".'"!'.":".,,:,,.,,:,,.,,:,,.~.,,:,,.":"~":"
composed of siliciclastic sediments. The base of this unit is marked by the prominent M·
reflector which can be correlated well beyond the immediate study area (discussedlater
in this chapter). Unit I occurs across the entire study area but shows considerable
variations in sediment thickness (Fig. 4.7). The thickest Pliocene-Quatemary deposit is
found in deep troughs to the northwest of the Ana.ximanderMountain (sensusfricto),
Unit I dramatically thins overstnlctural highs. where thinning is shownbythe
convergence of reflectors towards the high and onlap ofrefleclors onto otherreflectors
(Figs. 4.1,4.6). These reflector configurations define a series of mild unconformities over
the crest of structural highs but become conformable when traced toward thebasin(s)
This relationship is known as progressively stacked synlectonic unconformities and is the
response to several periods of extended tectonic activity where sediments are deposited
like a seesaw. rocking back and forth through time in the basin. This will be discussed
further in Chapter 5. Unit 1 is thinner in the SIITI Erin'Y Plateau. ranginginthickness
sediment (Fig. 4.7). Regionally the Plioccnc·Quatcrllaryslicccssionthickenssouthcast
The base of Unit I is marked by a prominent surface which is interpretedasa
major unconformity because: (i) in many places, the gently (2-5°) Iandwarddipping
rcflectors ofthc lower Unit 3 are erosionally truncated at this surface (Fig. 4.8). and (ii)
in other places. the near-horizontal reflectors of the upper Unit I show progressiveonlap

Figure 4.8 Seismic reflection profileC showing the erosional truncarionofthe
underlying Unit 3 at the M-reflector. Location shown in Figure 4.2
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and downlap onto this surface (Fig. 4.9). This unconformity resembles, in acoustic
character and position in the seismic profiles, the "M-reflector"described by Ryan,
(1969) as well as many subsequent studies such as 1~leretal. (2005). Aksu et al. (2009),
and Hall etal. (2009). Therefore, it is given the same name in this dissertation to be
consistent with the previous publications. Unit I is further divided into two sub-units
Subunits laand Ib(Figs. 4.1,4.6. 4.9),on the basis of internal architectureandexternal
identifiedinthenorthwesternportionofthestudyarea.ltischaracterizedbyacoustically
strong, high amplitude reflectors that are very continuous. This subunit demonstrates
onlap, downlap and truncation of surfaces (Fig. 4.8,4.9,4.10,4.11). The thickness of
lhissubunit varies significantly (i.e., from 0-1000 ms) over the backlimbofthe
AnaximanderMountain(senSUSlricto). These thickness variations are largely developed
by north-directed apparent downlapobserved on the northern slopes of the Mounlain
Subunit la may be absent in the SlITl Erinlj: Plateau and lhe Anaximenes Mountain and
environs. The base of subunit la is marked by the M-reflector, whilethetopisshownby
a highly reflective surface defined as they-reflector (Figs. 4.1,4.6,4.9,4.10). They-
reflector is interpreted as a mild unconformity because reflectors above onlap the y-
reflector, while reflectors below are truncated at they-refleclor (Figs.4.1I,4.12.4.13.
4.14). It is correlated across the back of the Anaximander mountain (sensus/ric/o),
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develol>edin,;ubunitla(Fil!.4.11). Careful examination of seismic reflection profiles
the grc,wth hiSlory(,fthe ,~naxinlanderMounlain. In many locations, reflectors within

I. It exhibits a restricted areal extent directly lO lhe northwesl of the Anaximander
Reflectors within Unit 2 are generally lower frequency then theoverlying
Pliocene-QuatemaryUnitl,anddipgently(-2°)towardsthenorth. In some localions,
an erosional surface that defines a composite unconfonnily, which includes theM and -
reflector. (nthese regions, units above and belowtheM-reflectorare interpreted as
Pliocene-Quatemaryand pre-Messinian, respectively (Figs. 4.8, 4.11)
Previous studies established the presence ofa lhick evaporite succession
deposited almast everywhere in theeastem Mediterranean (Hsil et aI., 1973; Cita et aI.,
1978; Unit 2 or Hall et aJ., 2005., Illeret aJ., 2005 and Aksu et aJ. 2009 and Hall et aJ.,
2009). Masteastem Mediterranean basins, sllch as the Anlalya Basin (Fig. 4.18) contain
a thick evaporite sequence that was deposited during the Messinian (1~ler et aI., 2005)
Unil2wasdepositedduringtheMessinianSalinitycrisis(e.g.,Citaetal.,1978)whenthe
Mediterranean Sea was repeatedly desiccated to fonn the 1-2 k.m thick evaporite
succession. Well data suggest that the Messinian evaporite deposits are composedaf
halite,allemaling with lesser quantities ofanhydrate and limestone(ShipboardScientific
Party, 1978). The Messinian evaporites are reported to be absent in the Anaximander
Figure 4.16 Map of the study area showing the regional distribut ion of Unit 2
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mountainregion(Robertsonetal,2000,Aksuetal.,2009,l-Ialletal.,2009) in part
because of the perceived absence ofa strong M-renector. However, this study is the first
to report lhe possible presence of Messinian deposils from the AnaximanderMountain as
well as the deep Rhodes Basin. Unit 2 described above is correlated with the Messinian
evaporites based on internal renectivilyand the stratigraphic and structuraI relationship
with the overlying Pliocene·Qualernary unit. It is possible that this unit could be
associated with gypsiferous marls. and evaporitic successions inlercalated with marls and
chalks, such as lhe Kalavasosand Lapatza fonnationsdescribed from the Mesaoria Basin
andKyreniaMountains(Gass.1960,Moore,1960,Robertsonetal.,1991),andtypicalof
thin, marginal faciesoflhe evaporite basins
Unit 3 is the oldest and deepest unit in the study area. This package is
acoustically weak with moderately continuous to discontinuous renectors. Asdepth
increases in seismic renection profiles. the spalial and temporaI resolution of the seismic
(Fig. 4.19). Seismic horizons from this unit are low frequency andoftendcmonstrate
broad folds, further described in Chapter 5. The top of Unit 3 is marked by the prominent
M·renector where Unit2 is absent, and the N-renectorin regions whereUnil2ispresent
The base of Unit 3 is not imaged in the survey area, and is therefore defined as the
fonning a clear angular unconfonnilY (Fig. 4.8). The folded strata with in Unit 3 mimic

the vertical varialion ofM·reflector(Fig. 4.12-4.14). Reflectionsbelowslructuralhighs
(i.e. Anaximander Mountain and Anaximenes Mountain) are correlated as Unil 3;
however strata in these locations show a significant amount of internal deformation and
reflector correlation is challenging (Figure 4.19). The lithology and chronology of Unit 3
has been investigated using core and dredge data collected during the
4.5 Chronostratigraphy of the seismic units
A long distance correlation of seismic profiles collected across the Florence
RisewilhthosecollectedfromtheAnaximanderMountainregionisprovidedinFigure
The data describcd above provide the basis for a tentative chronology to be
eSlablished for the seismic stratigraphic units identified in the study area (Fig. 4.21). Unit
I is tentatively correlated with the Yenimahalleand Alakiliseformationsand the Antalya
Tufa of the Aksu, Kopril,ManavgatandAntalya Basins. Unit I is further correlated with
the NikosiaAthalassa fornmtions and the Fanglomerate of the Mesaoria Basin and the
KyreniaMountainsofCyprus. Unit 2 is correlated with theTa~likandGebizformations
of the Aksu, Kopril, Manavgatand Antalya Basins, as well as the KalavasosandLapatza
formations of the Mesaoria Basin and the Kyrenia Mountains,respectively (Fig. 4.21)
Unit 3 contains a diverse group of lithologies of varying ages ranging from
Mesozoic to pre·Messinian Miocene. It is broadly correlated with the Elekdag:, Kasaba


Aksu,Oymapmar, Gecelemeand Karpuz~ay fornlations of the Aksu, Kopril, Manavgat
and Antalya Basins. It is further correlated with the Lefkaraand Pakhna formations the
Mesaoria Basin, including their Terra and KonoriaMembers as well as the Lapithosand
Kythrea groups of the KyreniaMountains (Fig. 4.21). As the acoustic basement, Unit 3
could include the BeydaAlan and Antalyacomplex.es of the western Tauride Mountain
On the basis ofseaOoor morphology and the style and age ofdefonnationthe
Late Miocene to Pliocene-Quatemary successions in the Anaximander Mountains(sensu
lato) are divided into three morpho-tectonic domains: Domains 1-3 (Fig. 5.1). Each
domain is developed during a specific time interval and comprises characteristic
structural associations and stratigraph.ic architectures. Furthennore, each domain is
confined to a specific geographic region within the study area. Themultibeam map
showing the seaOoor morphology is shown in Figure 5.2, and the locations of seismic
reOeclionprofiles illustrated in this Chapter are shown in Figure 5.3
wesl by the deep Rhodes Basin, to the east and south by the SIITI Erinry Plateau. In the
Turkish continental margin. Domain 1 developed during the posty-reflectortime
The multi beam bathymetry map shows that the southem edge of Domain I is
marked by two distinct narrow escarpments (Fig. 5.2). These two escarpments define
arcuateandconvex-to-the-northlineamentsthatfonnaroughlyE-Wtrending,V-shaped



structure on the seafloor (Fig. 5.2). The escarpments dip very steeply tothesouth,with
dip amounts ranging from 15°_20°, but the northern slopes of the AnaximanderMountain
dip gently to the north-2° to 10° (Fig. 5.2). Seismic reflection profiles across the
southern margin of Domain I show that the two prominent escarpments are the seafloor
expressions of the edge ofa huge tilted block (Figs. 5.4-5.8). Intheeastemportionof
prominent peak at the southern edge of the structure (Fig. 5.4). Here the escarpment is
-3 km wide, dipping from-2000 ms near the crest of the escarpment, reaching the floor
oftheSlmErint;Plateauat-2600ms(Fig.5.4). Seismic profile A (Fig. 5.4) shows that
the escarpment has a rough surface morphology, with a minor peak on its southem slope
This secondary peak is associated with a small package consisting mainly ofa thin veneer
of Pliocene-Quaternary sediments, which show a sharp base and internally chaotic
reflection configuration. This package is interpreted as a slide mass on the southern face
from8kmto4km,buttwoprominentpeaksdevelopbothrising-300ms(-225m@
1500 m/s) in elevation 10-1700 ms (Fig. 5.5). Further west, the crest dramatically
narrowslo2kmandnowonlyasinglepeakisvisible(Fig.5.6).l-Iere the strocturc
remains at approximately 1700-1800 ms (Fig. 5.6). The escarpment is steepest in this
region with dips >20°. The crest of the struclurecontinues to narrow moving west into
Iheeaslem Rhodes Basin reaching a minimum width of 1-2 km, but plungesfrom-1700





Along the southern margin of the Anaximander Mountain, al the lransitionto
Domain 3 (i.e., SIITl Erin~ Plateau), the M·reflectordisplaysa very sharp vertical drop of
themultibeambathymetryandseismicrefleclionprofilesindicatesthatlhissharpvertical
drop coincides with the prominent escarpment at lhe southernmost limit of the
Anaximander Mountain (sensus/ric/o). This structure is interpreted as a north-dipping,
soulh-verging major thrust (i.e., ITI),above which lies a hanging wall anticlinevisible
in Unit 3 (Fig. 5.4). In seismic reflection profiles, the crest of the Anaximander
Mountain is defined asa 1-5 km wide. broadly E·W trending zone. which is characterised
by chaotic reflections, delineating a prominenl narrow rim at lhesouthemmarginofthe
The dense grid ofhigh-resolulion seismic reflection profileswilh frequentcross
overs (see Chapter2),allows detailed mapping of large structures inthe study area (Fig
5.11). Careful mapping of the frontal portion of the Anaximandcr Mountain shows that
ITl very accurately traces the seafloor morpho!ogy oflhe AnaximanderMountain,with
the projection of the TTl fault trace at the seafloor coinciding with the base oflhe
There is also a minor escarpment developed on the northern face of the crest of
the Anaximander Mountain, with similar steep dips ranging from 10°· >20° (Figs. 5.4-
5.8). However, the height of this escarpment is considerably less than lhe southern
North of this second escarpmenl, the seafloor gently dips (2°-10°)
risesfrom-4000-4500ms(-4000A500m@2000m/s)inthewestemFinikeBasinto
(Figs. 5.4-5.5). Here, the M-reflector is sharply truncated by a fault (BTl) and is
dipping, north-verging thrust (BTl), where the footwall of the structure is tilted and
uplifted-700-900 msabove the hanging wall (e.g., Figs. 5.9, 5.10). Regional geometric
accurately mapped and follows a parallel trajectory to major thrust 1Tl(Figs.5.4-5.8,
Therefore, the frontal segment of the Anaximander Mountain can be interpreted
as composed of two oppositely-verging thrusts, defining a pop-up structure(Figs.5.4-5.8,
5.11). Seismic reflection profiles show that the core of this structure is composed ofa
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The isopach map of the Pliocene-Quaternary succession in Domain I thickens
both toward the east and south, creating a north-south trendingdepocentre(Le.,the
depocentre(i.e., the southern Anaximander Basin of Aksu et aI., 2009) at the eastern and
southern margins of the Anaximander Mountain, respectively (Fig. 5.1 7). Traced from
west to east across the northern slope of the Anaximander Mountain, the Pliocene-
Quaternary reflectors in subunit lashow little to no sedimentary growth (Figs.5.4-5.8)
but progressively onlap westward (Figs. 5.4-5.8). From north to south, individual
reflector packages in subunits la shows iittle to no sedimentary growth,indicatingthat
subunitlarepresentspre-tectonicsedimentarydeposition
Above the y-reflector, the Pliocene-Quaternary subunit lbdramatically thins
toward the south,and delineates several north-thickening growth stratal wedges over the
backlimb of major thruSI TTl (Figs. 5.4-5.8). The axis ofindividuat growth wedges
progressively migrates northward in successiveiy younger wedges,indicatingashiftin
the focal point of the Pliocene-Quatemarydeposition. This stratigraphic architecture is
defines the core of Domain I (i.e., the Anaximander Mountain). Each growth strata
wedge displays well-defined south-directed onlap,convergenceofreflectorsandminor
erosion (Figs. 5.4-5.8; Chapter 4). Several minor unconfonnities are developed, which

are traced northward into lhe piggyback basin on the backlimb of the Anaximander
Mountain. In lhe northeast area of Domain I, immediately west of the Finike Basin,the
reflectors defining these minor unconformities become conformable horizons wilhin
subunit lb. The lhickness of section IOSI to onlap and erosion ranges from 400-900 ms
This stratigraphic architecture is characterislic of progressive synlectonicunconfonnities
In the northeastem portion of Domain I, reflectors in subunit laaswellasmanY
growth strata wedges within subunit Ib show an apparentdownlap relationship with lhe
underlying M-reflector over a distance of 15-20 km (Figs. 5.4, 5.5, 5.6). Alongthe
paleotopographic highs created at the level of the M-retlector, and within growth strata
wedges developed in the mid-to-upper subunit Ib, the north-directed segments of
downlapping retlections progressively curve upward to assume anonlapconfiguration
(e.g., Figs. 5.5,5.6). Further to the west, the growth strata packagesinsubunitstaandlb
are nearly horizontal, and reflectors show a clear apparent onlap configuration over the
M-reflector(Fig. 5.6). In the weslern profile running through Ihe apex of the open v-
shaped structure on multibeam data, the Pliocene-Quaternary Unit I displays a very
strongapparentdownlaprelationshipovertheM-reflector,wilhminor apparent onlap on
The occurrence of little to no growth in subunit la, and the development of
prominent north-directed grow'thstratal wedges on the northern flank 0 ftheAnaximander
Mountain collectiveiy suggest that the apparent majordownlapintheareacannotbean
originaldownlapdeposition.Thelackofanysignificantgrowthinsubunitlaindicates
thatthesubunitwasdepositednearlyhorizontaloverthecorrugatedpaleotopographyof
theM-reflector. Thus. the observed apparent downlap observed in Ihe pre-y sediments
originallyoccurredasonlapdeposition. Theremarkablegrowthobservedinthepost-y
sediments and the progressive shift of the axis of younger wedges collectivelysuggests
that the northern portion of Domain 1 experienced a major period of uplift and rotation
during post-y time. The presence of the major soulh-verging throst TIl at the southern
limit of Domain 1 and its similarly-verging splays suggest that this structure is
responsible for the observed uplift and rotation. The north-verging back thrust BTl
the southeast by the Mediterranean Ridge, a broadly southwest-northeast trending
prominent morphological feature associated with the convergenee between the African
and Eurasian Plates. In terms of seafloor morphology, the domain appears to be linked
with the Anaxagoras Mountain to the northeast, but it is notably differentintennsof
structure narrows dramatically to a point, whereas toward the northeast itwidenstol5-20
km, and gradually merges with the similarly trending western segment 0 ftheAnaxagoras
Mountain, defining a much broader lineament on the seafloor that extends northeast
toward the Antalya Basin (Fig. 5.2). TheeastemportionoftheAna.xagorasMountain
prominent northward facing arrow head Jike structure on the seafloor
The multibeam bathymetry map shows that the southeastern flank of the
Ana.ximenesMountain is marked by a prominent, but segmented escarpment (Fig. 5.2)
In the easternmost portion of Domain 2, the escarpment is wider and displays
complicated seafloor morphology. But, further to the southwest, theescarprnentnarrows
and defines a prominent steep (15°-20°) scarp on the seafloor (Fig. 5.2). Theescarpment
defines a roughly arcuate and concave·to·the-northwest lineament: the southwestern
portion of this Jineament progressively swings to assume a more east-westtrending
orientation (Fig. 5.2). Multibeam bathymetry shows thaI the northern flank of the
Anaximenens Mountain is also marked by avery prominent,arcuate and concave to the
northcscarpment,definingasmootherlineamentontheseafloor.This escarpment dips
very steeply to the northwest, with dip amounts ranging from 20° to 25°
There are eight northwesl-southeast oriented multi-channel seismicreflection
profiles across the Anaximenes Mountain, which image the internal architecture of the
mountain and its surrounding environs (Figs. 5.IS-5.25). Seismic reflection profiles
across Domain 2 show that these two escarpments are theseafloorexpressionsofahuge
block elevated above the adjacent seafloor, where the escarpments representthe
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southern and northern edges of the block. The easternmost profile shows that the
AmaximenesMountainisaverywide-andOal-crestedstructurewhichis-25kmwide
Anaximander Mountain (sensu stricto), which has a thick Pliocene-Quaternary
Quaternary sediments. In this area there are a fewsmalJ dcpocentres,with-200-250ms
thick PJiocene~Quatemary sediments nestled in the topographic depressions created
within Unit 3. immediately below lhe M-reflector(Fig. 5.18). Careful examination of the
seismic profile illustrated in Figure 5.18 shows the presence ofa broadly folded inlcmal
struclural fabric in Unit 3. These folds have wavelengths and amplitudes ranging from 2
to6kmandIOOto300ms,respectively(Fig.5.J8). In many places, the folded geometry
of Unit 3 displays major discontinuities, where the direction of dip reverses along a sharp
boundary. These major discontinuities are interpreted as thrusts. OfTsets in prominent
marker horizons show foolwall hanging wall relationships which showthruslvergence
For example, the reflectors highlighted as X1 and X2 in the eastemmostseismicprofile
(Le., Fig. 5.18) show footwall and hanging wall cutofTs across a major southeast verging
northwesl dipping Ihrust. ThisstruclureislabeledasTf2. The foot wall-hanging wall
relationships are besl imaged in the enlarged profile (e.g., Figs.5.26). The small
depocentres above this thrust display growth strata wedges wilhin the Pliocene-
Quaternary sediments. which suggest the presence of at least IWO smaller similarly
verging splays ofthrusl Tf2 (Figs. 5.18, 5.26). Further southeast toward the
Figure5.26SeismicrefleclionsegmentUshowingablowupoflhesmallersplaysof
thrust TT2 (figure 5.18). Location shown in figure 5.3
Mediterranean Ridge, the folded fabric of Unit 3 suggests the presenee of several smaller
similarly verging, and dipping thrusts (Figs. 5.11,5.18)
Along the northwestern face in the easternmost portion of the Anaximenes
Mountain the folded fabric of Unit 3 suggests the presence ofa major northwestverging,
southeast dipping thrust, labeled as BT2,wherethe M-reflectorrises from-3000 015 to
2300mswithinlesslhan2km(Figs.5.II,5.18). The):1 profile here best illustrates the
foot wall-hangingwall relationships of this thrust (Fig. 5.27). South 0 fthrustBT2,
thereisanothersi01ilarlyverginganddippingthrust,wheretheM.renector is otTsetonce
again from-2300 ms to-)500 O1s at the crest of the Amaximenes Mountain (Fig. 5.18)
Moving southwest. the morphology of the Anaximenes Mountain changes
radically from a flat-crested broad structure inthenortheasttoa very narrow single
crested high in the southwest (Figs. 5.19,5.20). In this area, the AnaximenesMountain is
a prominent high,standing 1300-1800 ms above the adjacent seanooLThePliocene-
Quaternary sediments of Unit I are very thin (>150 ms) in this area,and the M·renector
rough morphology and dips toward the southeast ranging from 10°· 15°,whereasthe
northcrnfaceofthcmountainismuchsteeper(l5°·25°).lnthisarea(i.e., the central
portion of the Anaximenes Mountain),the Unit3 displays a verycomplexlyfoldedand
faultedintcmal architecture (Figs. 5.)9,5.20). Strong marker horizons in Unit 3 show
footwaillhangingwalloffsetswhichdclineatethedirectionofthrusting.Forexample,a
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refleClorbundiehighlightcdasX3 0nthesouthemmarginofAnaximenes Mountain show
thepresenceofasoutheastvergingnorthwestdippingthrust(e.g.,Fig.5.20).Detailed
mapping of structures indicates that this thruSl corrclates with1T2 describedabove(Figs
5.11,5.18-5.20). Similarly, lhe M-reflectorat the northern margin of the Anaximenes
Mountain (labeled as in Fig. 5.20) clearly displays contr3ctional overlap. In this area,
folded refleclors within Unit 3 also display foolwaU·hangingwall ofTsets, confirming the
presence ofa northweSl verging, southeast dipping thrust. The 1:1 scaled profiles (e.g.,
Figs. 5.27,5.28) i1Iustratc the foot wall-hanging wall relationships of this thrust. The
geometry of the thrust is peculiar in that it appears 10 cut continuous horizonsatdepth
and flatten and disappear in a strange way upwards. This major thrust iscorre latedwith
BT2 thrust described above (Figs. 5.11,5.18-20). Detailedexaminationoftheseismic
reflection profiles in this area shows that the core of the Anaximanes Mountain, north and
south of its bounding faults, is also extensively and complexly de formed,showingthe
presence of secondary thrusts (e.g., Figs. 5.19, 5.20). In the core of the Anaximenes
Mountain,the-IO km spacing between adjacent seismic profiles and Ihe 3-D nature of
Ihe struclures make mapping of these thruslswith any degree of confidencedifficult
South of major thrust lT2,thereare several secondary southeast verging thrusts, that run
roughly parallel toTT2 (Figs. 5.11, 5.19, 5.20)
Further west, the crest of the Anaximenes Mountain decreases in elevationfrom
sedimentsofUnil1 are extremely thin (>100 ms) in this area, and the M-reflectoris

<0.5 km wide (Figs. 5.21,5.22). The majorthrustsTf2 and BTI that bound the
Anaximenes Mountain can be readily identified by hanging wall-footwall relationships
of markers in Unit 3 (Figs. 5.11,5.21, 5.22). The core of the structure is equally
intensely deforrned as seen in the central segment of the domain, suggesting the presence
of several secondary thrusts. A prominent trough is developed directly southeastof
major thrust Tf2 (e.g., Figs. 5.21-5.23). A similar, but much narrower and shallower
through is also developed at the base of the northem escarpment (Figs. 5.21,5.23)
continues to plunge progressively losing its morphological and tectoniccharacteristics
(Figs. 5.23-5.25). The southern major trough is readily traced into this area. Here, the
Anaximenes Mountain, which is located northwest of this trough, isonly a small feature
on the seafloor, barely rising-300 ms above the northwestern seafloor(e.g.,Fig.5.23)
In the two most southwesterly seismic profiles the Anaximenes Mountaincan no longer
be distinguished,and the region northwest of the trough resemblesmorphologicallyand
The seismic reflection data clearly show that the Anaximenes Mountain is
imaged as two oppositely-verging thrusts, delineating a pop-up structure (Figs. 5.11)
Similar to the Anaximander Mountain (sensll slriclo) the core of the Anaxemenes
Mountain is composed of slivers of Unit 3 (Figs. 5.18-5.25). The major thrust Tf2 and
These two thrusts dramatically merge and plunge southwestward
29°40'E longitude, the Anaximenes Mountain becomes undistinguishable from the
Domain 3 is an open V-shaped region of the seafloor with its open side facing
thruslsdcformingUnit3strala(e.g.,theirFigureI4,replottedas Fig. 5.29). They further
showed that the northernmost thrust panels sharply offset the M-reneclor by >2500 ms
and define the boundary belween Domain 3 and the Finike Basin (Fig. 5.29). Aksuetal
(2009) also described the structural framework of the cenlral portion of Domain 3, and
showed lhat the region is delineated bya20-40km wideS-verging foIdlthrust beh within
dipping, south·vergingthrust sheets, with well-defined ramp-flat geomelries(e.g., Fig
5.29). The present data set also shows a similar set of tightly spaced, roughlynorth-
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dipping, south-verging thrust sheets (Fig. 5.20). Sparse profiles in this area suggest a
broadly east-west trend for these thrusts, bUI additional data are neededlobenerresolve
trend in the northern portion of the domain (Fig. 5.2). These conugations are nearly
Mountain. and along Ihe north-south trending strike slip boundary between Domains 1
and 3 (Fig. 5.2). The swing of these conugations closely follows the overall trend of the
Seismicreflectionprofilesacrossthedomainshowthatthccorrugaledseafloor
morphology is the reflection of the underlying structural fabric of the Pliocene-
QuatemarysuccessionsofUnit 1 (Figs. 5.21·5.25,5.29). ThearchilectureofUnit I is
characterised by a series of tightly·spaced upright anticlines and synclines (e.g., Figs
5.20,5.25,5.29). The M-reflector is also corrugated across Domain 3,and is sharply
segmenled between adjacent synclines and anticlines, where faults bounding the
reflectionprofilesshowthatmost,ifnotall,tippointsofthesefauIts lie at the seafloor, or
within the uppermost portion of Unit I. Thesescismic profiles reveal that a number of
faults show contractional offsets of marker horizons, yet others showextensionalofTsets
(e.g.• Figs. 5.20,5.25,5.29). Minor growth wedges observed in Unit I suggest that these
faults developed during the deposition of the Pliocene·Qualemaryslrala. Lackofc1ear
growth strata within Unit 3 suggest that the defonnation occurred following the
their bounding faults is the reciprocal folding of the M-renector and the seanoor(e.g.•
Fig. 5.30). That is, a syncline at the level of the M·renectoristumed into an anticlineat
the level of the seabed (e.g., Fig. 5.30). Here.thelowerPliocene.Quatemaryrenectors
separates these two oppositely curved reflectors. Careful examination shows that this
reflector displays mild truncation of the underlyingreneclors, suggesling a switch in the
polarity of deformation (further discussed in Chapter 6)
Multibeam bathymetry over Domain 3 shows that the seafloorcorrugationshavelimited
lateral extent, but they are mappable. There is a very strong correlation between the
troughs and peaks observed on the multibeam bathymetry and Ihe synclines and
anliclinesobserved in the seismic reflection profiles. Therefore,the faults that bound
these upright Slructures can be confidently mapped using the combinationofmultibeam
portion of the domain these bounding faults have pronounced northwesl·southeasttrends,
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slide mass: they refcrred to as thc "Great Slidc" (funher discussed inChaptcr6).The
seismic data presentcdin this thcsisshowwell·beddedPlioccne·Quatemarysucccssion
transtension and/or transpression throughout thc Pliocenc-Quatcmary. These include: (i)
thchighdcgrecoffaulting,(ii)thereciprocalfolding,(iii)the progressive rotation of the
faults and seaOoorcorrugations, and (iv) thcoverall constantelevationoftheM·reflector
In the SlITl Erin~Platcauthecorrugationoftheseabedand theM·reflectorarc
out of phase (Fig. 5.30). Th.isreciprocalfoldingmayberelatedtoevaporite flow where
expected of thin clastic sediments «Ikm) overlying an evaporite sequence if the
FigureS.31 schematically illustrates the evolution of the Pliocene·Qualemary
in isolated depressions across the AnaximanderMountains. The following period of
Salinity Crisis and minor uplift exposed Unit 2 losub·areal erosion, crealing the M·
refleclor. During the Pliocene·Quatemary a thick succession ofsilicic1astics were
deposiled over the uplifted limb of the Anaximander Mountain. Continued uplift
associated with southward verging thrusting crcatcd a northwardthickeningwedgeover
II. Erosion of Unit 2
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laUnitladeposition
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Figure5.31SchematicStructuralEvolutionofUnitsland2
There areonJy a limited numberofslUdiesthat have been carried out in the
Ana.ximanderMounlainsandenvirons(e.g.,Woodsideetal.,1998.Zitteret al.. 2003. ten
Seaandthesurroundinglandmass(e.g.,JongsmaandMascle.1981,Anastasakisand
Kelling,199I,PapazachosandPapaioannou,1999,Ziueretal.,2000.Woodsideetal.,
2000,2002,ten Veen and Kleinspehn,2002,Poissonetal.,2003, ten Veen,2004,
Sav~metal.,2005,vanHinsbergenetal.,2007).In this chapter a summary of the
previous studies in theeastem Mediterranean region is provided. Thissummaryprovides
In the early literature, most studies were concerned with thepositionandnature
of the bOllndary belween the African and Eurasian Plates. Woodside (1977) llsed seismic
reneclion profiles and gravity data to suggest that subduction probably ended within the
lastS million years with the disappearance of all oceanic crust between Turkish and
African Plates. He pointed out that the morphological elements of the eastern
Mountains,thenorthwardtihingandsubsidenceoftheAntalyaandFinikeBasins,and
the apparent continuation of the StraboTrench south of the Florence Rise,suggesting
under-thrusting of the Turkish Plate by the African Plate. However,Woodside(1977)
that active subduction must have ended. Jongsma and Mascle (1981) used seismic
Hellenic Arc is still in progress. causing the overriding of the Mediterranean Ridge along
Kelling (1991) used single..channel seismic reflection protilesto suggest that the Cyprus
Trench displays evidence of underthrusting and morphostructuml features typical of
end of the Cyprus Trench to the StmboTrench sector of the HellenicTrenchsystem
Papazachosand Papaioannou (1999) used locations ofearthquakesrecordedby
seismographs and fault plane solutions of large recent earthquakestodefinetheplate
boundaries and the pattern of plate motion in the eastern Mediterranean Sea, particularly
south and west of Cyprus. They suggested that the distribution of shallow and
intermediate depth earthquakes define a continuous boundary between the Eurasian and
the African Plates. They show that this boundary consists of two arcuate, concave to the
north struclures (Le.• the Cyprus Arc in the east and the Florence Rise in the west),which
are connected to each otherbya north-northeast trending dextral tmnsform fault. west of
Cyprus(Fig.6.1).TheynamedthisstructurethePaphosTransformFaul1.They further
suggested that the western arc trends northwest following the FlorenceRiseandjoinsthe




gravity data collected during the ANAXIPROBE 95 and PRISMED II 98 surveys to
high. They described fauhingalongand across the Florcnce Risetobecharacterizedby
anaslomosing faults and pop-up structures. They suggested that most ofthe deformation
existing thrusts and normal faults. They described this deformation as a broad zone of
Hellenic and Cyprus Arcs, with sinistral faulting along their eastern segmentssuch as the
Strabo/Pliny versus KyreniaiLamacaiLalakia Ridgesanddexlral fauhingalong their
western segments. They used multibearn data 10 suggest that theeaslern Anaximander
Mountains have affinity with the Florence Rise structure (western Cyprus Arc), but
argued that the western Anaximander Mountains are directiy related to the opening of the
of the complex Isparta Angle (Fig. 6.3). They concluded lhat the Anaximander
Mountains and the IspartaAngle fonn together a tectonicaccommodationzonebetween
Woodside et al. (2002) used the PRISMED II data set which consisted of
EMI2D multibeam bathymetric data, high speed seismic refection profiles, and

sutured,but that conlinuing defonnation has resulted inthedevelopmcnt ofa broad
dextral wrench zone extending across the Florence Rise toward thc Anaximander
Mountains. Thcy further stated that "this tectonic defonnation is related to the
progressive adjustment along the Florence Rise of the collisionaUcompressionalplate
interaction between the westward moving Cyprus domain and the northeast moving
AfricanPlatc".\Voodsideetal.(2002)ascribedasignificantproportionofthecurrent
defonnation lO the passive superficial defonnation caused by the invasion of thick
Florence Rise. They suggested that the subduction along the Cyprus Arc has probably
ccased due to the presence of the Eratosthenesconlinental block al the subduclion zone.
and conc1uded that because ofthe geometrical constraints on a subduClingslab
descendingal the l-Iel1enicand Cyprus Arcs resulted in the tearing 0 ftheAfricanPlate
ten Veenelal. (2004) used multibeam bathymetry, backscatter images, seismic
reOection profiles and gravity and magnetic data to suggest that the westem and eastern
Turkey, and the Antalya Nappe Complex, rcspectively. Theysuggested that during thc
Serravallian-Tortonian,sevcral graben dcveloped extcnding from the southcm Aegean to
southwcstemTurkey. Duringthc Late Miocene differential subsidence resulted in the
that during the Messinian-Quaternary, the western part of the Anaximander Mountains
wascharacterizedbydistributedsinistraishearparalleltoN700E,whichwasmarked by
the onset of an extension on N20oE·striking normal faults that formed 10nggraben·like
depressions. During the Pliocene, these basins were transected by 70oE·striking
sinistral strike·slip faults, but continued crustal extension suggested that deformation was
mainly transtensional. These authors suggested that the eastern part of the Anaximander
Mountains is characterized by 150oE.strikingnormal andloroblique normal faults,
which lack significant evidence of strike-slip deformation
understanding of the evolution of the Anaximander Mountains and surroundingenvirons
(Ya~murlu et aI., 1997, Sav~~ln and Oyman, 1998, ten Veen and Kleinspehn, 2002,
Ya~murlu el al. (1997) and Sava~~1n and Oyman (1998) studied tbe volcanic
successions of the Isparta Angle and the surrounding region. Theydocurnentedthatthe
volcanics in the IspartaAnglearealkalineand hyperalkalineincharacter,consistingof
latitic and trachytic lavas,leuciticand lamproitic dikes, and pyroclastic constituents
They showed that alkaline volcanics are located on the west side of the IspartaAngle
forming a north-south trend paralleling the E~ridir-Kovada graben (Fig. 6.1). The
volcanics range in age from IS t04 Maand get younger from north to south; their
arrangementalongthenorth-southtrendingEgridirdepressionindicates that the
development of this volcanic activity is simultaneous with active tectonics during the late
Miocene to early Pliocene. The volcanic centers are on the synthetic fault elements of the
Egridir·Kovadaintra-continentalriftinginconnectiontothenorthwardmovementofthe
Poisson et a1. (2003a) showed that the tectonic history of the IspartaAngIe
region is poly-phased, with the main events in the Late Cretaceous (initiation of
shortening), pre·Miocene (Antalya Nappe emplacement), and Late MioceneIPliocene
(Aksu thrusting). They showed that the Aksu phase of thrusting reactivated older thrusts,
giving rise to the most prominent relief of the area, the Davras Dag. Poissonet al
(2003b) showed that the mid-Pliocene successions are clearly involved in the Aksu
Thrust phase. They documented that the Aksu Thrust is younger than previously
believed (i.e., post·Late Pliocene), and suggested thattheeasHvest compressional Aksu
phase must be synchronous with the north-south sinistral strike-sl ip along the Dead Sea
transform fault system, as well as the north·south compression and uplift which affected
ten Veenand Kleinspehn (2002) showed that five fault populations inthe
Apolakkia Basin on the southwestern portion of the Island of Rhodes record two
neotectonicdefonnation phases separated bya kinematic change at-4.5 Ma. They
suggestedthattheApolakkiaBasinoriginatedasalateMiocenefauhwedge basin in
response to syn-depositional southwest-northeast 01 extension with similar strain
upper crust of the expanding Aegean-Anatolian biock behaved independently at its
north-south nommi faults. They further showed that during the Pieistocene 020° faults
palaeomagnetic data to document that the isiandexperienced twophasesof
since 0.8 Ma. They showed thal between these two phases of rotation, the Island of
Rhodes lilted 10 the southeast, drowning the southeastcm COasl to a depth ofSoo-600m
the fomlationofthesouthAegeansinistral strike-slip system and the founderingofthe
Aksu et al. (2009) used multi-channel seismic renection profiles to show that
the Anaximander Mountains experienced a Miocene contractional tectonic phase
characterised by an east-west trending and south-verging fold-lhrustbelt. They suggested
IhatthisteclonicphaseendedinthelatestMioceneandwasrepJacedinthe Pliocene by a
lectonic regime dominated by transpression and rOlation. They speculated that the
upliftandrotationofalinked,thick-skinnedprc-Messinianimbricatethrustfan. They
further speculated that the Anaximander and Anaximenes Mountains experienced a
progressive counterclockwise rotation, while the Anaxagoras Mountain and the Florence
Rise experienced a clockwise rotation. They interpreted the SIITI Erin~ Plateau as a
major Pliocene-Qualernary transpressional fault system
I-Iall et al. (2009) used multi-channel scismicrcnection profiles to show that the
in the development ofa south-southeast verging fold-thrust belt,which ended in the Jale

This study is the firslto image and describe a possible Messinian succession
(i.e.• Unit 2) in lhe Anaximander Mountains and the Rhodes Basin. Previous studies such
as Woodsidcelal.(1998,2000, 2002), Ziltcrelal.(2000,2003), Aksuelal.(2009),Hall
elal.(2009),allindicatedlhatthisregiondidnolhavetheMessinian evaporites which
separated from the underlying Miocene and older deposits by the M·reOector. The thin
Unil 2 described in this study situated immediately below the Pliocene-QuatemaryUnitl
is enveloped by theM-andN-reOectorsand is c1early a sedimentary package 0 Iderthan
Plioccne-Quatemary, but younger than the largely folded Miocene and olderunits. Unit
2 is interpreted to be a Messinian deposit. and it may represent a predominantly
Basin (e.g.• UfTenorde. 1990). The distinct lack of acoustic impedancecontraslacrossthe
Units 1 and 2 boundary and the absence ofa strong velocity peak in the semblance
analysis support the view that Unit 2 may not be an evaporite succession dominated by
halitc and anhydrite such as encountered in the DSDP Sitcs 375 and 376 (Hsil et aI.,
the Anaximander Mountains suggests that the region was exposed anderodingpriorto,
6,3 Pliocene-Quaternary evolution of the Anaximander Mountains
The tectonic framework of the greater Anaximander Mountains is characterized
by two nrcuatebroadly northeast-southwest trending northwardconcavelargesoutheast
verging thrusts (TIl and Tf2), two similarly trending but oppositely verging backthrusts
(BTl and BT2), and the intervening-30 km wide corrugated seafloor that shows
extensivelyfauhedinternalarchitecture(i,e.• theSlmErin~Plateau). The1T! andTf2
thrusts delineate the southeastern margins of the Anaximander and Anaximenes
Mountains, respective!y. whereas the BTl and BT2 backthrustsdefinethe northwestern
margins of the Anaximanderand Anaximenes Mountains, respectively (Fig. 6.4)
A quick examination of the structural and stratigraphic frameworkofthe
differences. For example, both Anaximanderand Anaximenes Mountain show a simiIar
underlying tectonic framework, with large southeast verging, deeply rooted thrusts,
carrying the mountains and backthrusts creating distinct pop·ups across the crestal
regions of the mountains (e.g., Fig. 6.4). Similarly, the core orthesetwomountains
consists of Eocene·Miocene folded strata (Chapter 4). However, there are obvious
a significant variation of the Pliocene-Quaternary sedimentary thickness(Fig.5.17):the
Anaximander Mountain contains a thick Pliocene-Quaternary wedge on its northern
slope, but the Anaximenes Mountain is nearly devoid of Unit I sediments. The
AnaximanderMountain is an asymmetric solitary structure,defined by a very narrow


Pliocene-Quaternary depocentre (i.e., the Finike Basin; Fig. 5.17). A comparison
Ihe late Pliocene-Quaternary. Aksu et al. (2009) postulated the presence ofa sinistral
strike slip fault at the boundary between the Anaximander Mountain and the Sirn Eriny
Plateau. They argued that the axes of the Finike Basin and the Southem Anax imander
Basin (i.e., the east-west trending basin immediately north ofthe crest of the
experienced approximately 40 km of sinistral strike slip. However, this proposed offset
is very large, encompassing a sizeable fraction of the length ofthe fault. Jtispossiblethat
interpreted as another deeply-rooted structure, running essentially parallel to the TTl
prevents a detailed evaluation of the timing of the development 0 fTf2 and itsbackthrust
BT2.However,thegrowthstrataontheforelimboftheTf2thrust,andits subsidiary

system. A similarly south·verging major thrust is encountered deep in the Demre-l and
K~·l wells in the Kasaba Basin (Chapter 4). Well data and geometric relationships of
10° north.dipping and south-verging structure (Aksu et aI., 2009). Thisfold·thrust
geometry is identical to what is observed in the marine areas. The southward projection
ofthethrust(i.e.,thatencounteredintheDemre-landK~-1 wells)trajectorysuggeslS
that the fault should emerge at the base of the Turkish continental slope:.Thisthrustis
believed to carry the Western Taurus Mountains. The proposed imbricate thrust system
believed to link at depth with the thrust that carries the Western Taurus Mountains,
formingacrustal.scalelinkedthrustsystem,withTIlandTf2thrustsrepresenting the
leading thrust panels of this system. Woodsideetal.(1998)suggestedthattheriseand
thrusting of the AnaximanderMountain by the Anaximenes Mountain, and the crustal
shortening between these two mountains. The seismic renection data presented in this
thesisarcnotatoddswiththeundcr.thrustingmodclproposedbyWoodsidectal.(1998)
but add significant detail and regional dimension to the story.
The northeastern limit of the study area is confined to the Anaximenes
Mountain. The region of the Anaxagoras Mountain is beyond the scope of this thesis
However,itisnotedthatthemajorstructuralelementsmappedacrosstheAnaximenes
Mountain, such as BT2 and Tf2 extend toward the northeast, defining the northwestern
and southeastern margins of the Anaxagoras Mountain, respectively. Additional
northwest-southeast trendinghigh·resolution seismic refleclion profi lesareneededatthe
same line density as the currenl study to detennine the kinematic historyin Anaxagoras
Mountain, and its linkage with the Anaximenes Mountains. Nonetheless, it is important
to point out thal thecrustal-scaJe structures (i.e., BT2 and Tf2) are not expecledtodie-
out over very short distances. It is therefore. speculated that these structuresmustextend
toward the northeast into the Antalya Basin, where they would fonn major basin-
ten Veenelal. (2004) suggested that during the Pliocene the weSlern portion of
the Anaximander Mountains was transected byasinislml strike slip zone, characterized
bynonnalfaultsthalfonnedlonggraben-likedepressions. However, they further
suggestedthattheeastemportionoftheAnaximanderMountainsischaracterizedbya
normal and/or oblique normal fault zone, and Jacks evidence forstri ke-slipdeformation
Thc seismic renection data presented in this thesis and their interpretationsradically
differ from the interpretation often Veen etal. (2004). Except for small faults with
negligible extensional offsets on the backlimbofthe AnaximanderMountain,possible
extensional faults in the SlIT! Erin~ Plateau, and superficial extensional faults defining the
bases of slide masses on very steep slopes, there is no evidence for nom131 faulting
anywhere within the greater Anaximander Mountains region. The data presented in this
thesis support a long·dumtion latest Miocene to Recent contractionaltotranspressional
Aksuetal.(2009)showedthaLthelargeopenfoldswithinUnit3intheSIfTl
Erin~ Plateau are disharmonious with the tighter corrugations and structures delineated
bytheM·reOector. They suggested that these larger folds are invariably truncated bythe
M-reOector,and argued that lhe folded fabric in Unit 3 must havedevelopedpriortolhe
symmetryoftheMiocenestructuresboundingit,thattheSlmErin~Plateauisprobably a
very large pop-up structure ora positive flower structure, the crest of which must have
been exhumed and largely eroded during the development of the Messinian M-
correlated with the high-angle faultslhat extend the depositional surface (Chapter 5)
These seafloor corrugations together with the lobe-like boundary between the Finike
Basin and the Sim Erinc Plateau may have contributed to the mis-interpretationofthis
region as a massive gravitational slide (i.e., the Great SlideofWoodsideetal.(1998)
However, as described in Chapter5,seismic profiles presented in this thesis clearly show
that the Pliocene-Quaternary successions within the SlrTl Erin~ Plateau are well stratified
and are cut by numerous high-angle faults. Ina large slide mass the internal architecture
massive, internally structureless package. Thedatapresentedinthis thesis do not show
any evidence of the chaotic internal architecture that is expected in a massive
gravitational slide. Therefore, the data are at odds with the interpretation that domain 3 is
a "Great Slide" as suggested by Woodside et al. (1998)andsubsequentlybyZitteretal
Instead, the Sim Erin~ Plateau is interpreted as a 30-40 km wide broad shear
zone is the linkage between the structures that define the southwestern margin of the
Antalya Basin and the Anaximander Mountains (senslI 1010). It is further speculated that
StraboTrench system and the western boundary of the Antalya Basin
6.4 Comparison between the Isparta Angle and the Anaximander Mountains
The)spartaAngleisalargestructurelocatedinsouthwestTurkeY,which
separates the Bey Da~lan block in the west and southwest, from the Western Taurus
block in the east and northeast. The Isparta Angle is one of the most importanttectonic
Cyprus (Le., the Aksu-Kyrenia Lineament of I~ler ct al. (2005». The structure is
developcd as the result of the closure of the Pamphylian Basin in theTertiary (Poisson et
al.,2003),whichoriginallyseparatedtheBeyDa~lanandtheWestem Taurus platforms
during the Mesozoic. Several hypotheses have been proposed for the evolution of the
)spartaAngle (Robertsonet aI., 2003). These hypotheses all agree that the eastern limb
ofthelspartaAngle(i.e.,theAnamas-AksekiPlatform)experienceda20_40° clockwise
rotation since the Eocene (Kissel et aI., 1993), while the western limb, including the
Beyda~larIPlatform,experienceda30-40°counterclockwiserotationduring the Miocene
convergencevectorbetweentheAfricanPlateandtheEurasianPlate was nearly
morphological resemblances. Both structures have a north~pointed arrow~shaped
Zitteretal..2003 and Aksu et al. (2009) hypothesized that the Anaximander
Mountains and Isparta Angle are genetically linked structures which evolved at different
times. Aksuet al. (2009) remarked on the strong morphological resemblances between
the Anaximander Mountains and Isparta Angle and showed that the northwest-southeast
trending Sultan Dag and Aksu Thrusts which bound the northeastern margin of the
Isparta Angle are similar in strike, vergence and size to the two prominentthruststhat
further suggested that the Sim ErinlV Plateau isa 30-40 krn wide sinistml transpressional
belt extending through the AnaximanderMountains and is similar in orientation and
width to the 40-50 krn wide sinistmJ Burdur-Fethiye Fault zone that marks the western
Block rotation is not an easy process to delineate in seismic reflectionprofiles
This is oOen done using detailed magnetostratigraphic work on carefully collected
oriented samples. There no deep drill holes in the study area where
magnetostratigraphic studies can be carried out. Therefore, the similarities hetween the
Isparta Angle and the AnaximanderMountains remain morphologicaI and descriptive. If
the conjecture of rotation of the arms of the Anaximander Mountains is correct, the
amount of rotation required to form the present-day arrow head shaped structure can be
estimated. This will require knowing the information regarding the orientation of the
large fold-thrust structures that defined the tectonic fmmeworkofthe Miocene tectonic
west orientation (e.g., Calon el aI., 200Sa,b Aksu elal,200S, Hall elal.,200S, 1~leretal.,
200S),including the Anaximander Mountains and the Rhodes Basin (e.g., Aksu et aI.,
2009,Halletal.,2009). Assumingabroadlyeast-westlrendfortheMiocenefold-thrust
beh, back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that the Anaximander and Anaximenes
Mountains must have experienced -49° counterclockwise rotation whereas the
Anaxagoras Mountain and Florence Rise to the east must have experienced a 53°
clockwise rotation (Fig. 6.5). There are supporting data for block rotation from the
landmass adjacent 10 the Anaximander Mountains. For example, lhe continuing rotation
of the Island of Rhodes in the Quaternary suggests thaI the Island of Rhodes and the
Rhodes Basin are also part of the rotation of the western limb of the Anaximander
boundaries of rotating blocks and how the rotations are accommodatedby regional strain
variations. For example, when a block experiences-40-S0° rotation,thesedimentary
pile along the margins of the rotating block will most likely deforminassociationwith
shearbelween the block and surrounding rigid mass. Atdcpththedeformation along the
rOlatingblockisexpectedtobebrittie. But in the ncar surface the unconsolidated
sediments should also show signs of deformation, such as majorstrike-slip zones defined
by corrugations associated with high-angle faults, delineating intemallyparallel zones,
such as intenseiy transpressive regions with pup-ups, and/or long narrow and very deep
linear depressions associated with zones of transtensions. How would lhese zones of
lateral shear be reflected in the seismic reflcction profiles? Can the boundarybelween be

incorporatedintothearc·arcjunction?lfITlandTf2arepartofalinkedthick-skinned
imbricate fan, then they must represent lhe leading portion oftheaccretionaryprism
boundary? Is the S,m Erinl; Plateau a major boundary between lhe c1ock\\~se rotating
eastern Anaxagoras Mountain and Florence Rise and the counterclockwise
rolatingAna.ximanderandAnaximenesMountains? Is the Finike Basin a result ofa
transtensional depression associated wilh the counterclockwise rotation of the
Anaximanderblock? These are questions that require further geodynamic modeling and
There are further questions that arise from this thesis. Forexample.howdoes
thesoutheastemmarginoftheAnaximenesMountainrelatetotheMeditcrraneanRidge
further south? Is this region part of the accretionary prism associated with the subducting
African Plate beneath the Aegean·Anatolian Microplate? Ifso, how does it relate to the
incorporatedintothearc-arcjunction?lfITlandTf2arepartofalinkedthick-skinned
imbricate fan, then they must represent the leading portion oftbe accretionary prism. The
following might help answer somc of these questions
Thisthesisworkwasbuiltonpreexistingdata,butsubstantialnewdatafurther
south of the 2001 survey lines significantly increased thespatiaJ resolution,allowing
detailed imaging and mapping of structures. The new data and mapping added
significant detail to the Late Miocene to Pliocene-Quaternary evolution of the
Anaximander Mountains (sensu lalo). Consequently several new condusions are drawn
which are different from past interpretations. The following is a summary of these
-Seismic reflection profiles examined in this thesis show that thetectonic
two arcuate broadly northeast-southwest trending large southeastvergingthrusts
(TIl and Tf2), and two similarly trending but oppositely verging backthrusts
(BTlandBT2). The fore-thrusts TIl and Tf2 delineate the southeastern margins
and Anaximenes Mountains, respectively. Thrusts TIl and Tf2 were also
proposcd by Aksu et al. (2009); however, thcy did not have thc seismicevidencc
_ThedeeprootednatureofthetrajectoriesofthrustlTlandTf2,suggeststhat
thesethrustsmaybclinkedatdepthtofonnathick-skinnedimbricatcthrust
system. A simiJarlysouth-vergingmajorthrust is encountered deep in the Demre-
should emerge at the base of the Turkish continental slope. This thrust is believed
to carry the Western Taurus Mountains. The proposed imbricate thrust system
respectively is believed to link at depth with the thrust that carries the Western
Taurus Mountains. fonninga crustal·scale linked imbricate thrust system. with
eThestratigraphicandstnlcturalinterpretationindicatesthattheITlthrust
bounding the southern margin of the Anaximander Mountain isa react ivated old
Miocenethrust. The lack of growth in subunit la below they·reflector suggests
in subunit Ib above the y·reflector document that thegro\vth oftbe Anaximander
• Seismic reflection profiles show that the core of the Anaximenes Mountain is
complexly folded and faulted. Thebacklimbofalargethrustculmination
developed on the Tf2 thrust is truncated bya prominent, steeply north-verging
backthrust B1'2, which is deeply rooted within Unit 3. Growth strata on the
forelimboftheTf2 thrust. and its subsidiary splays suggest that theTf2 thrust
also became reactivated during the Pliocene·Quatemary. Minor growth observed
within the leading syncline on the footwall ofBT2 backthrust along the
southeastemmarginoftheSlmErin~PlateausuggeststhatBT2wasalsoactivated
duringthePliocene.Quatemary. Aksuet al. (2009) speculated that the backthrust
probablybrnnches from the forethrust at a depth >4000 ms. However, this study is
the first to provide detailed images and interpretations for the Anaximenes
Mountain, including the1T2 thrust and the BT2 backthrust
• The seanoor across the Sim Erin~ Plateau is highly corrugated, and these
corrugations are correlated with the high-angle faults that extend the depositional
surface. The data presented in this thesis do not show any evidence ofthe chaotic
intemal architecture that is expected in a massive grnvitational sl ide. Instead,the
SlmErin~Plateauisinterpretedasa30·40kmwidebroadshearzonebctweenthe
linkage between the structures that define the southwestem margin of the Antalya
Pliny·Strabo Trench system and thesouthwestem boundary of the AntalyaBasin
• Except for small faults with negligible extensional ofTsetson the backlimbofthe
Anaximander Mountain, possible extensional faults in the Sim Erin~ Plateau, and
superficial extensional faults defining the bases of slide massesonverysteep
slopes, there is no evidence for normal faulting anywhere within the greater
Anaximander Mountains region. The data presented in this thesis support a long-
there is a prominent north·south trending zone where the M·renector risesneariy
vertically by >1100 ms and where an-900-1200 ms·thick Pliocene-Quaternary
succession sharply abuts renections in Unit 3 along this nearly verticaI face. This
zone is interpreted as a strike slip fault linking the Anaximander Mountain and the
• Within a geographically limited portion of the study area. there isapre-kinematic
renections arc disharmoniously foJded in relation to the overlying M-renectorand
underlying N-renector. This unit is interpreted to represent the Messinian
succession in the study area. If correct, this is the first documentationofa
Basin areas. The thin transparent nature of the inferred Messinian succession may
represent a predominantly siliciclastic sequence wilhcvaporite inlerbeds
• One of the ramifications of having a Messinian succession over the Ana.ximander
basin collapse envisaged by Hall et al. (2009) must be revised to renect the
inundation of the region during the Messinian. Hall et al. (2009) and Aksu et al
base during the Messinian and that the subsidence ieadingto the present-day deep
However. if the region was aiready at or below thedepositionai baseduringthe
Additional seismic reflection profiles will help answer some of the questions
• For data processing, pre-stack migrations could be attempted to beuerresoIvethe
• More high-resolution seismic reflection profiles are needed. For example, the
existing data set lacks northwest-southeast trending profiles across the
AnaximenesMountain-AnaxagorasMounmintransition. Similarly, there is no
data that cross the northeast-southwest trending profiles south of the Anaximander
.Inordertoimagethestratigraphicrelationshipsdisplayedinthedata,theseismic
profiles are of'ten displayed with large vertical exaggeration (e.g., 1:7). Yet most
structures such as, thrusts and halokinetic features are best imagedandinterpreted
at or close to 1:1 scale. Therefore, it is recommended to the next gencrationof
graduateandundergraduatestudentsthatbothl:7andl:lscaledisplays are
.Thesoleofthethick-skinnedimbricatethrustfan(Le.,lTlandTf2)is never
imaged in the seismic reflection data. Therefore, additional seismic profiles
collected using a larger source and longer streamer would be essential to resolve
eThe best mcthodofdetennining block rotations is to measure polepositionsof
oriented samples recovered from rotating blocks and Iheirsurroundings. (ffunds
were unlimited, paleomagnetic data from four oriented geotechnical boreholes
Erinc;: Plateau, the forelimb of the Anaximenes Mountain and the northern
Anaxagoras Mountain would provide the much needed confinnation for large
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